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At the moment, the smile on Lan Xing’s face stiffened!
He had no idea that Lin Ziming would not give him face so much and would
kill Lan Feng in front of him!
And he knew that Lin Ziming had discovered his existence a long time ago,
and deliberately waited until he came over before trampling Lan Feng to
death.
In an instant, an unprecedented anger rushed to his head and burned his
whole person.
“Lin Ziming, you are looking for death!!!” He let out a terrifying roar.
The loudness of the sound directly caused the sound waves to attack, so that
the ears of so many people present were painful, and they had to cover their
ears.
Others didn’t even think that Lin Ziming would not give Blue Star face so
much, and trampled Lan Feng to death like this, which is tantamount to
ruining his own way.
Even if Lin Ziming can fight again, he will always be just one person, and
behind the Blue Star, the entire Profound Pill Sect, not only has many
masters, but also has great influence, a well-deserved behemoth!
Fan Zhenbang’s pupils shrank suddenly. He looked at Lan Feng’s miserable
death in the pit, and gave a violent shock. His fear was already extreme.
And he regrets it to the extreme now!
I had known that Lin Ziming was still dead, even if he had given him a
hundred courage, he would not dare to attack Tao Sanniang.
He is completely confused now, and he can’t figure out how Lin Ziming
survived, this is completely unscientific!
Lan Xing was already overwhelmed by anger. Lan Feng is his own brother
and his only relative in this world. Now he actually died at the feet of Lin
Ziming, he must kill Lin Ziming to avenge Lan Feng!
“Lin Ziming, die for Lao Tzu!”
boom!
With a flick of his knees, the whole person jumped out like a cannonball,
almost in the blink of an eye, he had reached Lin Ziming and launched a
fierce attack on Lin Ziming.
He was already mad, and he didn’t have the ability to hide his strength, so
he showed it all. He had to kill Lin Ziming in the most brutal and cruel way
to vent his hatred! !
Standing next to Lin Ziming, Jiang Liqun immediately felt Lan Feng’s
murderous aura and overwhelming aura, which was comparable to a
mountain. Just passing through the aura made him breathless!
He had long heard that the Blue Star of the Xuan Dan Sect was an extremely
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master, and there were few rivals in the world. It was precisely because of
his existence that the position of the Xuan Dan Sect was so detached.
Now, he personally felt the horror of Blue Star, and had uncontrollable fear
and awe in his heart.
He had no doubt that if Blue Star had shot him, then he couldn’t handle Blue
Star’s move at all.
Not only Jiang Liqun, but everyone present felt the horror of the Blue Star at
this moment. It was a kind of superman who absolutely surpassed their
perception and was comparable to the superman in science fiction movies.
Then for an instant, everyone thought that Lin Ziming was definitely going
to die, and he was definitely not Blue Star’s opponent.
However, when Lin Ziming faced Blue Star’s attack, he was not only a little
scared, but smiled and said contentedly: “Very well, you brought me a
surprise.”
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